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Abatract
The equationsz used to model reversible processes (in
the thermodynamic sense) in a moist atmosphere differ from
the equations used in most meteorological modela; from theae
equations, one may derive the theoretical basis of an algo-
rithm to determine the reference state for computation of the
available energy in a moist atmosphere. This algorithm is,
significantly better than both of the other two methods of
determining this reference state.which are currently avail-
able.
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Chapt er 1:
Intro ducti on
In one of his recent writings (Ref. I), Professor Lorenz
defined a quantity which he called moist available energy; it
represents the energy stored in a moist atmosphere which can
be converted to kinetic energy through reversible processes
(in the thermodynamic sense). This quantity is equivalent to
available potential energy in a dry atmosphere; however, it
incorporates the effects of the presence of water.
In this paper, Lorenz notes that this quantity may be
computed, like available potential energy in a dry atmosphere,
by deducting the stored energy of a reference state, which is
defined as the permutation of the atmosphere which, when
achieved through reversible processes, has the least stored
energy, from the stored energy of the atmosphere"
M A E. = S. E. Atm. -- S. E. R. S. (-)
As Lorenz states, the computation of the stored energy of the
atmosphere, and of the reference state, is rather trivial;
however, the determination of the reference state is not..
Lorenz presents, in this paper, a graphical procedure through
which the reference state can be rather crudely determined;
in a subsequent manuscript (Ref.. II), he translated it into a
numerical procedure for use on a computer. However, as
Lorenz notes, the numerical version of this procedure will,
under certain conditions, produce an incorrect result.
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In this text, I am presenting a new algorithm for deter-
mination of the reference state. While its usefulness may be
limited by the current state of the art in computer techno-
logy, primarily in terms of capacity, and some minor approxi--
mations are used, this algorithm is significantly more accu-
rate than any other algorithms that have been developed to
date.
The equations used in the computations required for this
algorithm are formulated in the next chapter. Several equa-
tions differ somewhat from the corresponding standard equa-
tions due to constraints imposed by the assumption of revers--
ibility; for example, in the heat balance equation, there is
no diabatic heating term, but there is a term for the speci--
fic heat of liquid water (which is normally taken to be zero
with the assumption that the liquid water falls out as pre--
cipitation, which is an irreversible process;- in the context
of this problem, we must assume that the liquid water is
retained as clouds- in the atmosphere). The remaining equa-
tions are included in the interest of completeness.
Chapter II:
Derivation of
Equations
The potential energy of the atmosphere is given by:
P. . - P gz dz dA (2-1)
where the closed surface integral is taken over the Earth's
surface. We assume (Ref.. I) that the properties of the
reference state vary only with altitude; thus the integrals
may be separated, and, since the surface integral is a
constant (specificly the surface area of the Earth), we may
write:
P. E. R. S. SJ egz dz (2-2)
where:
S# dA . (2-3)
(The variation in S due to altitude is negligible, since the
altitudes where the density is non-zero are small compared to
the mean radius of the Earth.) Using the hydrostatic equa-
tion,
dz =-S (2-4)
equation (2-2) may be rewritteng
equation (2-2) may be rewritten:
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(2-5)P. E. . =SJo a dp
"* 0
The integral on the right side of equation (2-5) may be
integrated by parts; since the non-integral term is
(the altitude is zero at one limit of the integral,
pressure is zero at the other),
J 0z dp =  p dz
0 O
Combining equations (2-4), (2-5), and (2-6),
P. E. R S : (S/g) 0 (p/e)
Combining the equation of state:
P=?ReffT
dp
zero
and the
(2-6)
(2-7)
(2-8)
with equation (2-7),
P. E. R. S. = (S/g) jP Reff dp
0
.(2-9)
The stored heat energy of the atmosphere is given by:
S. H. o(CveffT+LoW/(1+Wo)) dz dA (2-10)
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where o is the total (vapor and liquid) water mixing ratio
and W is the water vapor mixing ratio.. Making the reference
state assumptions previously discussed and substituting by
equation (2-3), equation (2-10) may be rewritten:
S. H. R. S. =-- (CveffT+Lo /" +Vo)) dz (2--11)
0Combining equations (2-4) ead (2-11),s. H. R. S. -(S/g) ° o(C fffL/~- o !+Yo )) dz (2-12)
In computting the stored energy in the atmosphere and in
the- reference state, we must consider potential energy and
stored heat; other forms of stored energy, such as mass, may
be ignored, since they will not be changed by reversible
permutation of the atmosphere. Thus, for computation of the
available energy in a moist atmosphere,
S, E. =-P. . + S. H. (2-13)
Combining equations (2-9), (2-12), and (2-13),
S. E. R. S. (s g) P((R eff v e ff)T+Lw / ( +wo )) dp
0 (2-14)
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The effective constant pressure and constant volume specific
heats and the effective specific gas constant are related:
Reff= peffcveff (2-15)
Combining equations (2-14) and (2-15),
S. E. . S. =(S/g) op(C f fTLo W/(+7o)) dp (2-16)
In determining the reference state, we must minimize the
stored energy as given by these equations.. Since any permuta--
tion of the atmosphere not satisfying the assumptions about
the reference state could not be the reference state, we need
only consider those states for which the reference state equa-
tions above are valid;' we are seeking the state for which the
quantity on the right side of equation (2-16) is minimum.
Minimizing the stored energy is equivalent to minimizing
the relative stored energy, defined by:
R. S. B. = S. E. + *-PL %/(1+Wo) dz dA (2-17)
because the integral in equation (2-17) is constant.. As be-
fore, the integral may, by equations (2--3) and (2-4), be re-
written:
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o-eLo IN 0dz dA- (S/g) o WOL/(1+Wo) dp, (2-18)0
for the reference state. Combining equations (2-16), (2-17),
end (2-18),
R. S. E. R. S. (S/g) (C effT-L,(W-W)/(+Wo)) ap,
(2-19)
Writing the integrals as finite sums,, as the atmosphere will
be regarded as a collection of a finite number of parcels for
computation rather than as a continuum, equations (2-15) end
(2-19) become:
S. E R. S. -- (SPo /gn) ((C ) +IL ? (()i))0 =7 peff o, - oi
(2-20)
R S. E. .R . =(Sp o/gn) -((Opeff)iTi-L (()-Wi ) /
(I3+(Woi)) (2-21)
(All parcels are assumed to be of equal mass (Ref. I); hence
their respective pressure increments are equal.) The quantity
in. parentheses before the summations in equations is a positive
constant (the mass of a parcel); thus minimizing the stored or
relative stored energy is equivalent to.minimizing the total
specific stored energy or specific relative stored energy of
the parcels:
S. E.'R. S. (S. P.)i (2-22)
i-1
R. S. .R = (R. S. P.)i (2-23)
i=l
where:
S. P. :peffT+LoW/(l+Wo) (2-24)
R. S. P. = peffT-Lo(Wo -W)/(1+Wo) (2-25)
As they appear in the above expressions, the effective
specific gas constant and the effective constant volume and
constanit pressure specific heats are the mass-weighted average
of the respective constants for dry air, water vapor, and
Itqui water;- thus:
Rff= R+ W /(1+Wo )  (2-26)
CveffdCv+WoC- W) Cw) /(1+Wo) (2-27)
Cp, =( CV+w p +(Wo-W) C)/( + o) (2-28)
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In order to use the equations thus far derived to deter-
mine the reference state, we must formulate, either explicitly
or implicitly, the behavior of temperature and water vapor
mixing ratio as a function of pressure.. We may use the stan-
dard humidity assumption (Ref. II) to obtain the water vapor
mixing ratio:
W-Min (W , sw (2-29)
where W is the saturation water vapor mixing ratio. We may
obtain an expres-sion for the saturation water vapor mixing
ratio from the equation linking the water vapor mixing ratio
to the partial pressures of water vapor and dry air:
W &e/(p-e) (2-30)
by setting the partial pressure of water vapor equal to its
saturati aon limit:
Ws=Ees/(l-es )  (2-31)
The saturation partial pressure of water vapor is given by the
Clausius-Clapeyron Equation:
es--eso (To/T) (C-Cp )/ R exp(L /R,(l/To-1/T))) (2-32)
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where eso is the saturation partial pressure of water vapor at
temperature To . . Of course, the liquid water mixing ratio is
given by (Wo-W).
The behavior of temperature may be obtained from the heat
balance equation; since pressure is the independent variable,
it may be written:
(1+Wo) eff +L- =(-(1+W)R TIp
pef dl dp 4ReffP
(2-33)
where:
(2-34)
In the case of an unsaturated parcel,
w:Wo (2-35)
Since Wo is constant for each parcel by the assumption of
rever sibility,
d~0dp
(2-36)
Combining equation (2-53) and equation (2--36),
L=L -(C -C W)T
ow p
(2-37)
Combining equations: (2-26), (2-28), and (2-35),
Reff /C pef (R+WoRW) /Cc P+wo Cp) (2-38)
Since W. is small in the atmosphere, and (R~/C ) is close
to (R/C p), we may approximate (Reff/Cpeff) by 1 without
appreciable loss of accuracy; with this substitution, equation
(2-37) may be rewritten (in integrated form):
o) C2-39)
where To is the temperature of the parcel at some pressure p,.
If the parcel is saturated,
w=w
s
DIfferentiating with respect to pressure,
d__ = S __bW dT
=p, b p ' dp
(2-40)
(2-41)
Combining equations (2-33) _and (2-41),
dp- -(Reff/Ceff) T/p
d . (To)R p -- L(B / (2-42)dp (1+o) peff + L(1W/bp)
The two partial derivatives on the right side of equation
(2-42) may be obtained by differentiating equations (2--31)
and (2-32):
S_-W s/(p-eS) (2-43)
- Ws (p/(p-e ))L/RwT2  (2-44)
Thu;, while equation (2-42) cannot be integrated through
analytie techniques, it can be integrated numerically on a
comput er.
From the previously mentioned assumptions about the
reference state and the assumption that all parcels of the
atmosphere are of equal mass, it follows that the reference
state is a vertical stacking of the parcels. The parameters
of a parcel are generally measured at the average pressure of
the parcel; for the ith parcel from the ground in the refer-
ence state, this is given by:
pI (1-(i-i)/n) Po (2-45)
where the atmosphere is divided into n parcels.
Chapter III:
An Algorithm for
Determination of the
Reference State
The reference state has been defined as the permutation
of the atmosphere which, when achieved through reversible pro-
cesses, has the least stored energy.. Since we regard the
atmosphere as a collection of a finite number of parcels, and
assume that the properties of the reference state vary only
vertically, the reference state will obviously be some permu-
tation of the parcels in a vertical column;, the most obvious
algorithm to determine the reference state is to simply com-
pute the stored energy of all such permutations and choose the
permutation which has the least stored energy. This algorithm
would be acceptable for ten parcels; however, to obtain worth-
while results (results that would be a significant contribu-
tion in this field), the number of parcels must be at least
one order of magnitude (and preferably two or three orders of
magnitude) higher, and for even one hundred parcels, this
algorithm is quite impractical.. (One hundred parcels would
involve approximately 10158 permutations;; allowing a tenth of
a microsecond per permutation, this would require over 10140
computer years!) Thus, we must devise an algorithm which is
not totally dependent upon such brute force techniques..
In the last chapter, we defined the specific stored
energy of a parcel (equation (2-24)). We may obtain the
derivative of this quantity with respect to pressure by
differentiating equation (2-24):
p (S. P.) IT T Qyef f)
=C peff dp (]W 00 dpdp Plff dp d (3-1)
Differentiating equation (2-28),
dCeff C -Cpeff .. w w dW
dp 1+W0  -
Combining equations- (2-34), (3-1), and (3-2),
d(S. P.) dT + L dW
ap =peff (23 ad-,
Combining equations (2-33) and (.3-3),
d(S. P) effdp rleff /
(3-3)
(3-4)
We may define the virtual temperature of a parcel:
(3-5)
Combining equations (3-4) and (3-5),
adCS P.)
dp, = "- - (3-6)
Now, suppose there are two p.arcels, A and B, that we kmow
will be in a region where, at any given pressure level in the
(3-2)
=Rerf/'
- --- h7 LI PU*
regiton,-
CTV)>(q)B (3-7)
If, in the reference state, parcel A is at pressure level p1
and parcel B is- at pressure level p 2 , the change in stored
energy if p zcels A and B are interhanged without permating
the remaining parcels is given by:
as. E. 'aR . 2 P)A/d) dip (d(S. P.)B/dp) dp
12 (3-8)
Combtining equations (3-6) and (3-8) and writing the two inte-
grals as- one,
S. E. R. S. 2 (R/p)((TV)A v) B) dp (-9)
Pi
SiMce relation (3-7) holds over the entire region of integra-
tion, the integrad in equation (3-9) is positive b etween the
limits of integration; thus:
Sgn (AS. E.'R. S.) - Sgn (p 2 -p 1 ) (3-10)
It follows from the definition of the refere.ce state that:
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AS. E"R. S. 20 (3-11)
since otherwise there is another state which is achievable
through reversible processes and has less stored energy than
the reference state;- this is contradictory to the definition
of the reference state. Since we assumed that p1 and P'2 are
different pressure levels, equality is impossible;. thus it
follows from equation (3-10) and relation (3-11) that:
pp~ (3-12)
!hus, parcel A must be at a higher altitude in the reference
state than parcel B.
A more practical expression for virtual temperature may
be obtained by combining equations: (2-26) and (3-5):
T T (3-l3)
Figure 3-1 shows the temperature and virtual temperature of a
parcel as a function of pressure, based upon the reversible
processes formulated in the last chapter. In the lower part
of the atmosphere (p>.p ), the parcel is unsaturated;- combining
equations (2-26) and (3-13),
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FEgure 3-1: Temperature aid Virtual Temperature of a Percel
as a Function of Pressure (Reversible Process).
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T +ZQ A . (3-14)
v~ L+W
In this region, both curves follow dry adiabats (indicated by
dashed lines in the figure), and the virtual temperature is
slightly greater than the temperature, since 8 is less than
unity.. In the upper part of the atmosphere (P'ic), the parcel
is oversaturated; the temperature behaves according to equa--
*ion (2-33). Because the water vapor mixing ratio decreases
as pressure decreases, the ((14W/)/(1*W o )) factor in equation
(3-13) does likewise;- the two curves intersect where this fac--
tor is unity.. In the limit as pressure goes to zero, the
curves become asymptotic to dry adiabats (indicated by dashed
lines in the figure)..
The four dry adiabats discussed above may be labeled by
the temperature at which they intersect some arbitrary refer-
ence pressure, usually taken to be the nominal bottom of the
atmosphere (1000 mb.), as illustrated in fijure 3-1. Dy
convention (Ref. I), these valuea for the dry adiabats through
the condensation point of and asymptotic to the temperature
curve are known as the condensation and equivalent potential
temperatures, respectively; it seems logical, by extention, to
call the respective values- for'the virtual temperature curve
the condenastion and equivalent virtual potential temperatures,
respectively.. Mathematically, from equation (2-39),
p C ref/Pc)# (3-15)
cpc- (ref /P
Lim (Pref/P_  (5--1)
vcvc(Pref /C) (3-17)
BoLim (3-18)
ve--40 Tv ref'7
It should be noted that for small pressures, the temperature
and virtual temperature behave according to equations (2-42)
and (3-13), and the limits in equations (3-16) and (3--18) are
convergent.. In the case of a dry parcel, the above expressions
are indeterminate; in the limit as the total water mixing ratio
goes to zero, all four values approach the potential tempera-
ture of the parcelpL and can be computed from any point on the
curve.
The virtual temperature of an unsaturated percel follows
a dry adiabat; thus, from equation (2-39),
T; C(p -ref), (3-19)
From equation (3-19), it follows that far two parcels, A and
B, in a region where neither parcel cen be saturated, relation
(3-7) holds if and only if:
(eve) A> (ev) B (3-20)
Thus, a parcel of higher condensation virtual potential
temperature raust be above a parcel of lower condensation
virtual potential temperature in a region where both parcels
are unsaturated in the reference state; this argument applies,
by extension, to any finite number of parcels in a region
where all of the parcels are necessarily unsaturated. (This
result is a generalization of a solution to the problem of
determination of the reference state for computation of the
available potential energy in a dry atmosphere.)
The result discussed above is due to the fact that any
two dry adiabats intersect only at zero pressure (hence the
virtual temperature curves of unsaturated parcels do not inter-
sect); this is not true, in.general, of the virtual tempera--
ture curves of two parcels in a region where one or both of
the parcels may be saturated. The virtual temperature curves
of two parcels-may intersect in either of two ways, as illus-
trated in figure 5-2 -- both parcels may be saturated, or one
of the parcels nay be saturated and the other unsaturated.. In
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igure 3-2: Possible Intersections of Virtual Temperature
Curves of Tvwo Parcels: (A) Two Saturated Parcels;"
(B) One Saturated Parcel and One Unsaturated Par-
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the first case (both parcels saturated), this is due to the
effects of the specific heat of liquid water and different
total water mixing ratios; this effect is small, and may be
neglected, so that equivalent virtual potential temperature
may be used to determine the relative position of two or more
saturated parcels in the reference state in the same way that
condensation virtual potential temperature nay be used to
determine the relative positions of two or more unsaturated
parcels.-
The crossing of the virtual temperature curves of two
parcels in a region where one of the parcels is saturated and
the other is not is due primarily to the release of latent
heat; this effect is not negligible. Thus, since the virtual
temperature curves of two curves cannot intersect at more
than one point (discounting the zero pressure point at which
all such curves intersect), we may determine the relative
positions of two or more percels in a region where at least
one parcel may be saturated and at least one parcel may be
unsaturated from the equivalent and condensation virtual
potential temperatures of the parcels if and only if the
same relationship exists between the respective values of
these parameters (that is, one parcel must be at a higher
altitude in the reference state than another if its condensa-
tion and equivalent virtual potential temperatures are greater
then the condensation and equivalent virtual potential temper-
atures, respectively, of the other parcel;- in this case, rela-
tion (3-7) holds throughout the entire atmosphere). Where
such a relationship does not exist (one parcel has higher
condensation and lower equivalent virtual potential tempera-
tures than another in a region where at least one of the par-
cels may be saturated and at least one of the parcels may be
unsaturated), it is necessary to compute the stored energy
(or one of the analogous quantities derived in Chapter II) of
each possible permutation of those parcels,, and choose the
permutation having the least stored energy.
Using these results, we may establish an algorithm that
will correctly determine the reference state;: a flowchart of
this algorithm is shown in figure 5-3. The necessary quanti-
ties (condensation and equivalent virtual potential tempera-
tures and condensation pressure (the pressure at which the
parcel is precisely saturated, as indicated in figure 3-1))
are computed and stored, and the parcels are put into a list
in order of condensation virtual potential temperature. Thi~
list is then searched for regions where it deviates from the
correct reference state by checking the equivalent virtual-
potential temperature; the condensation pressure is used to
determine which parcels are saturated. Any discrepencies are
then corrected by an appropriate method (if all the parcels
Figure 3-3: Global Flowchart of an Algorithm which Determines-
the Obrrect Reference State for Computation of
the Available Energy in a oist Atmosphere.
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must be saturated in the region in question, the parcels are
simply rearranged in order of equivalent virtual potential
temperature;: otherwise the possible permutations are deter-
mined and the correct permutatio. of those parcels is selected,
as previously discussed.)
Chapter IV:
Conclusion
A computer program based on the algorithm presented in
the last chapter is listed in Appendix II, along with its sub-
programs.. (The logic in the program differs slightly from
that in the flowchart in figure 3--3 in that parts: of two steps
in the flowchart may sometimes be done simultaneously in the
program more efficiently than if they are done separately;.
however, the theoretical aspects of both are the same..) As a
practical matter, a limitation has been imposed on the extent
to which the program will consider permutations;; the parcelsa
must be separable into not more than ten groups, one of which
is- reserved for parcels which would be saturated everywhere in
the region, where the relative positions of the parcels in
6ach group can be obtained from the parameters of the parcels,
as discussed in Chapter III.. This procedure enables. the par-
cels in each group to be regarded as- indistinguishable for
purposes of determining the possible permutations, dividing
the number of permutations which must be considered by the
factorials of the number of parcels in each of the groups..
The program was- run with a test data base to obtain the
sample reference state which is included with the program in
Appendix II. (This is an example of the case where Lorenz
notes that his procedure fails (Ref. II); this result is cor-
rect. This algorithm will also yield the correct result in
all cases for which Lorens's procedure does- so..) The execu-
tion time for this run (which required a total of twenty
numerical integrations with preseure increments of one percent
of the pressure and consideration of nearly one hundred eighty-
five thousand permutations of twenty parcels) was: under thirty--
five seconds;' the execution time which would have been required
by the brute force method discuased at the beginning of Chap--
ter III would be measured in years. While the situations of
which this data base is representative are relatively infre-
quent in the real. atmosphere,. it gives a fair impression of the
capability of this algorithm.. In cases where Lorenz's proced-
ure yields the correct result, this algorithm will do so in
about the same amount of execution time (assuming that the
programs implementing both methods are of a similar level of
efficiency); in other cases, like the case in Appendix II, it
is the only algorithm devised as of this wr-iting that can be
used, within the limits of practicality, to determine the
reference state.
ie program in App.endix II can be used directly- to print
the reference state of the atmosphere, as was d6ne with the
data base listed therein to obtain the sample output; however,
it will probably be more desirable, for most applications, to
use it as a subroutine for a program which computes the avail--
able energy in the atmosphere. In such an application, some
modificaetion of the date input and output routines may be
-- 35 ---
desired.
The algorithm to. determine the reference state for compu-
tation of available energy in a moist atmosphere which I have
presented herein seems to be considerably better than the
brute force method discussed in Chapter III, in terms: of both
speed and practicl. capacity, and Lorenz' s procedure, which
cannot always determine the correct result.. This algorithm
will give the correct result in a reasonable amount of time.
- 36--
Appendix I:
Symbols of
Physi cal Constants
Symbol in:
Text lProgrm ritt
g - Earth's Gravitational Acceleration
S - Earth's Surface Area
o - Highest Altitude of the Earth's Atmosphere
pO PREF Pressure at Bottom of Earth's Atmosphere (Mean)
Lo  iLO' Heat of Vaporization of Water at OK
R R Specific Gas Constant of Dry Air
R. RW Specific Gas Constant of Water Vapor
Cv  Constant Volume Specific Heat of Dry Air
C v - Constant Volume Specific Heat of Water Vapor
C , CW Specific Heat of Liquid Water
Cp OP Constant Pressure Specific Heat of Dry Air
Cpw CPW Constant Pressure Specific Heat of Water Vapor
R/RW Ratio of Molecular Mass of Water to Mean
Molecular Mass of Dry Air
3C K Ratio of Specific Gas Constant of Dry Air to
Constant Pressure Specific Heat of Dry Air
Appiendix II:
A Fortran Program to
Determine the Correct
Reference State
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DIMENSION WO(100),NUMBER(100),PCOND(100),PLEVEL(100),TPVC(100),TPV
1E(100),NHOLD(100),SP(100,100),NCOUNT(10),NEWPRM(100),NSTACK(10,100
2)
REAL KLLO
LOGICAL LSTPRM
COMMON CPCPWCWESATO,KLOPREFRRW
CP=0.239
CPW=0.465
CW=1.0
ESATO=6.11*273.15**(0.535/0.11)*EXP((595./273.15+O.535)/0.11)
K=0.0683/0.239
L0=595.+0.535*273.15
PREF=1000.
R=0 0683
RW=0.11
N=1
1 READ(5,50END=9) POTORH
WO(N)=WSAT(PO,TO)*RH/100.
P=PO
T=TO
W=WO (N)
WMMP=W/ (W+R/RW)
TPVCN=T*(PREF/P )**K
IF (W.GT.0O) GO TO 2
PCONDN=0.
TPVEN=TPVCN
I=N-1
GO TO 7
2 IF (W.LE.WSAT(PT)) GO TO 5
3 DTDP=DTDPMA(PTW)
T=T+DTDP*P*0.01
P=P*1 .01
IF (W.GT.WSAT(PgT)) GO TO 3
4 ESAT=ESATO*T**((CPW-CW)/RW)*EXP(-LO/(RW*T))
ERROR=WMMR-ESAT/P
DT=ERROR*P/(ESAT*(1/(P*DTDP-(LO/T+CPW-CW)/(RW*T))))
T=T+DT
P=P+DT/DTDP
IF (ABS(ERROR).GE.0.01*WMMR) GO TO 4
PCONDN=P
TPVCN=T*(PREF/P)**K*(1+W*RW/R)/(1+W)
P=PO
T=TO
GO TO 6
5 ESAT=ESATO*T**((CPW-CW)/RW)*EXP(-LO/(RW*T))
ERROR=WMMR-ESAT/(PREF*(T/TPVCN)**(1/K))
T=T-ERROR*T/((WMMR-ERROR)*(1/K-(LO/T+CPW-CW)/RW))
IF (ABS(ERROR).GE.0.01*WMMR) GO TO 5
P=PREF*(T/TPVCN)**(1/K)
PCONDN=P
TPVCN*TPVCN*(1+W*R/RW)/( -W)
6 DTDP=DTDPMA(PT,W)
T=T-DTDP*P*0 01
P=P*0 *99
IF (DTDP.LT. 0.99*K*T/P.AND.P
TPVEN=T/(1+W)*(PREF/P)**K
I=N-1
7 IF (I.EQ.0) GO TO 8
IF (TPVCN.GT.TPVC(NUMBER(I))
IF (TPVCN.EQ.TPVC(NUMBER(I))
J=I+1
NUMBER(J)=NUMBER(I)
I=I-1
GO TO 7
8 I=I+1
NUMBER(I)=N
PCOND(N)=PCONDN
TPVC(N)=TPVCN
TPVE(N)=TPVEN
N=N+1
GO TO 1
9 NPRCLS=N-1
N= 1
10 M=NPRCLS
11 IF (TPVE(NUMBER(N)).GT.TPVE(NUMBE
12 M=M-1
IF (M.GT.N) GO TO 11
PLEVEL(N)=PREF*(1+(0.5-N)/NPRCLS)
13 N=N+1
IF (N.LT.NPRCLS) GO TO 10
PLEVEL(N)=PREF*(1+(0.5-N)/NPRCLS)
NPAGE=1
WRITE(6,51) NPAGE
DO 14 N=1,NPRCLS
I=NUMBER(N)
IF (50*INT(N/50.).NE.N) GO TO 14
NPAGE=NPAGE+1
WRITE(6,51) NPAGE
14 WRITE(6,52) IPLEVEL(N) PCOND(I),
STOP
.GT.1.) GO TO 6
) GO TO 8
.AND.TPVEN.GE.TPVE(NUMBER (I))) GO TO 8
R(M))) GO TO 15
TPVE(I),TPVC(I)
15 NMAX=M+1
MMIN=N-1
DO 16 I=NM
16 IF (TPVE(NUMBER(I)).GE.TPVE(NUMBER(N))) NMAX=NMAX-1
PLNMAX=PREF*(1.+(0.5-NMAX)/NPRCLS)
IF (PLNMAX.GE.PCOND(N)) GO TO 13
NSAT=O
NUNSAT=N-1
DO 20 I=NM
IF (PCOND(NUMBER(I)).LT.PLEVEL(N)) GO TO 19
J=NSAT
NSAT=NSAT+1
IF (J.EQ.0) GO TO 18
17 IF (TPVE(NHOLD(J)).LT.TPVE(NUMBER(I)))
NHOLD(J+1)=NHOLD(J)
J=J-1
IF (J.GT.0O) GO TO 17
18 NHOLD(J+1)=NUMBER(I)
GO TO 20
19 NUNSAT=NUNSAT+1
NUMBER(NUNSAT) =NUMBER(I)
20 PLEVEL(I)=PREF*(1.+(0.5-I)/NPRCLS)
DO 21 I=1,10
21 NCOUNT(I)=O
I=N
J=l
IF
IF
GO TO 18
(NCOUNT(J).EQ.O) GO TO 24
(TPVE(NUBER(I)).GE.TPVE(NSTACK(JNCOUNT(J)))) GO TO 24
J=J+1
IF (J.LE.9) GO TO 23
WRITE(6,53)
STOP
24 NCOUNT(J)=NCOUNT(J)+1
NSTACK(J NCOUNT(J))=NUMBER(I)
I=I+l
IF (I.LE.NUNSAT) GO TO 22
DO 25 I=1,NSAT
J=I+NUNSAT
NUMBER(J)=NHOLD(I)
25 NSTACK(109I)=NHOLD(I)
NCOUNT(10)=NSAT
NO=N-1
SEMIN=0.
DO 30 1=1,10
JO=NCOUNT(I)
IF (JO.EQO.0) GO TO 30
DO 30 J=1,JO
LSTOP=M-NCOUNT(I)+J
NO=NO+1
NEWPRM(NO)=I
NLEVEL=N+J-1
NPRCL=NSTACK(I J)
W=WO(NPRCL)
IF (PCOND(NPRCL).GT.PLEVEL(NLEVEL)) GO TO 27
TPVCN=TPVC(NPRCL)*(1+W)/(1+W*R/RW)
26 SP(NPRCLNLEVEL) =TPVCN*(PLEVEL(NLEVEL)/PREF)**K*(CP+W*CPW)/(1+W)
NLEVEL=NLEVEL+1
IF (NLEVEL.GT.LSTOP) GO TO 30
IF (PCOND(NPRCL).LT.PLEVEL(NLEVEL)) GO TO 26
27 P=PCOND(NPRCL)
T=TPVC(NPRCL)* (P/PREF)**K*(1+W)/(1+W*RW/R)
m 4 2a-
28 DP=P-PLEVEL(NLEVEL)
IF (DP.LE.P*0.01) GO TO 29
T=T-DTDPMA(PTW)*P*0.01
P=P*0 99
GO TO 28
29 T=T-DTDPMA(PT,W)*DP
P=P-DP
SP(NPRCL,NLEVEL)=T*CP+(T*(CPW-CW)+LO)*WSAT(PT) + (CW*T-LO)*W
SP(NPRCLNLEVEL)=SP(NPRCLNLEVEL)/(1+W)
NLEVEL=NLEVEL+1
IF (NLEVEL.LE.LSTOP) GO TO 28
30 CONTINUE
DO 31 I=NM
31 SEMIN=SEMIN+SP(NUMBER(I),I)
32 SE=O0
DO 33 I=1910
33 NCOUNT(I)=O
CALL PRMTTN(NM,NEWPRMLSTPRM)
IF (LSTPRM) GO TO 36
DO 34 NLEVEL=NM
J=NEWPRM(NLEVEL)
NCOUNT(J)=NCOUNT(J)+1
NHOLD(NLEVEL)=NSTACK(JNCOUNT(J))
34 SE=SE+SP(NHOLD(NLEVEL),NLEVEL)
IF (SE.GE.SEMIN) GO TO 32
DO 35 I=NM
35 NUMBER(I)=NHOLD(I)
SEMIN=SE
GO TO 32
36 N=M
GO TO 13
50 FORMAT(3F10.2)
51 FORMAT('1 ATMOSPHERIC REFERENCE STATE -- PAGE '12//4X'PARCEL N
10. PRESSURE LEVEL (MB) COND. PRESSURE (MB) EQUIV. POT. VIRTU
2AL TEMP. (DEG K) COND. POT. VIRTUAL TEMP. (DEG K)9/)
52 FORMAT(7XI4,11XF7.,15X ,F7.1,24XF5.1,30X,F6,1)
53 FORMAT ('1 ERROR -- TOO MANY SUBSTACKS REQUIRED -- EXECUTION T
1ERMINATING')
END
FUNCTION WSAT(PT)
REAL KLLO
COMMON CPCPWCWESATOK,LOPREF,RRW
ESAT=ESATO*T**((CPW-CW)/RW)*EXP(-LO/(RW*T))
WSAT=R/RW*ESAT/(P-ESAT)
RETURN
END.
FUNCTION DTDPMA(PTW)
REAL K9LLO
COMMON CPCPW,CW ESAT OK LO PREF R RW
ESAT=ESATO*T**((CPW-CW)/RW)*EXP(-LO/(RW*T))
WV=R/RW*ESAT/(P-ESAT)
L=LO+(CPW-CW)*T
REFF=R+WV*RW
CPEFF=CP+CPW*WV+CW*(W-WV)
DWSATP=-WV/(P-ESAT)
DWSATT=WV*P/(P-ESAT)*L/(RW*T*T)
DTDPMA=(REFF*T/P-L*DWSATP)/(CPEFF+L*DWSATT)
RETURN
END
--w 44-
SUBROUTINE PRMTTN(NMNEWPRMLSTPRM)
DIMENSION NEWPRM(100) ,NHOLD(100)
LOGICAL LSTPRM
I=M-1
1 J= I+l
NHOLD(J)=NEWPRM (J)
IF (NEWPRM(I).LT.NEWPRM(J)) GO TO 2
I=I-1
IF (I.GE.N) GO TO 1
LSTPRM=*TRUE.
RETURN
2 NO=NEWPRM(I)
3 IF (NEWPRM(J).LE.NO) GO TO 4
J=J+1
IF (J.LE.M) GO TO 3
4 J=J-1
NEWPRM(I)=NEWPRM(J)
NHOLD(J)=NO
J=M
5 I= I+1
NEWPRM(I)=NHOLD(J)
J=J -1
IF (I.LT.M) GO TO 5
LSTPRM=.FALSE.
RETURN
END
- 45' .
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
28000
28000
28000
28000
28000
28000
28000
28000
28000
28000
29500
29500
29500
29500
29500
29500
29500
29500
29500
29500
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
D+.+ Bgs-
ATMOSPHERIC REFERENCE STATE
PARCEL NO. PRESSURE LEVEL
10
9
8
7
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
6
5
4
(MB)
975.0
925.0
875.0
825.0
775.0
725.0
675.0
625.0
575.0
525.0
475.0
425.0
375.0
325.0
275.0
225.0
175.0
125.0
75.0
25.0
COND. PRESSURE (MB)
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
for Ts+
-47.
Da, BeSwm
-- PAGE 1
COND. POT. VIRTUAL TEMP. (DEG K)
311.9
311.9
311,9
311.9
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
311.9
311.9
311,9
311,9
311.9
311.9
282.8
282.8
282.8
282.8
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
295.0
282.8
282.8
282.8
282.8
282.8
282,8
EQUIV. POT. VIRTUAL TEMP. (DEG K)
